
and legal systems; to collect and analyse information on those engaged in money
laundering; and to liaise with the equivalent agencies in partner countries. We agreed on
principles and the need for adequate legislation to facilitate asset confiscation from
convicted criminals, including ways to help each other trace, freeze and confiscate those
assets, and where possible, in accordance with national legislation, to share seized assets
with other nations.

We agree on the need to explore ways of combating official corruption arising from the
large flows of criminal money.

We are deeply concerned by all forms of trafficking of human beings, including the
smuggling of migrants. We agreed to joint action to combat trafficking in women and
children, including efforts to prevent such crimes, protect victims and prosecute the
traffickers. We commit ourselves to develop a multidisciplinary and comprehensive
strategy, including principles and an action plan for future co-operation amongst
ourselves and with third countries, including countries of origin, transit and destination,
to tackle this problem. We consider the future comprehensive UN organised crime
convention an important instrument for this purpose.

We endorse joint law enforcement action against organised crime and welcome the
co-operation between competent agencies in tackling criminal networks. We agree to
pursue further action, particularly in dealing with major smuggling routes and targeting
specific forms of fmancial fraud.

We endorse the Lyon Group's principles and action plan to combat illegal manufacturing
and trafficking of firearms. We welcome its agreement to work towards the elaboration
of a binding international legal instrument in the context of the UN transnational
organised crime convention.

22. We urge the Lyon Group to intensify its on-going work and ask our Ministers to report back
to our next Summit on progress on the action plan on high tech crime, the steps taken against
money laundering and the joint action on trafficking in human beings. We also welcome the steps
agreed by our Environment Ministers on 5 April to combat environmental crime.

23. There is a strong link between drugs and wider international and domestic crime. We
welcome the forthcoming UNGASS on drugs. This should signal the international community's
determination in favour of a comprehensive strategy to tackle all aspects of the drugs problem. For
its part, the G8 is committed to partnership and shared responsibility in the international
community to combat illicit drugs. This should include reinforced co-operation to curb illicit
trafficking in drugs and chemical precursors, action to reduce demand in our countries, including
through policies to reduce drug dependency, and support for a global approach to eradicating
illicit crops. We welcome the UNDCP's global approach to eliminating or significantly reducing
illicit drug production, where appropriate through effective alternative development programmes.

Non-Proliferation and Export Controls

24. The proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and their delivery systems threatens the
security of every nation. Our countries have been in the forefront of efforts to prevent
proliferation, and we have worked closely together to support international non-proliferation
regimes. We pledge to continue and strengthen this co-operation. As a key element of this
co-operation, we reaffirm our commitment to ensure the effective implementation of export
controls, in keeping with our undertakings within the non-proliferation regimes. We will deny any
kind of assistance to programmes for weapons of mass destruction and their means of delivery. To
this end, we will where appropriate undertake and encourage the strengthening of laws,
regulations and enforcement mechanisms. We will likewise enhance amongst ourselves and with
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